We consider high-order correlation functions of the passive scalar in the Kraichnan model. Using the instanton formalism we find the scaling exponents n of the structure functions S n for nӷ1 under the additional condition d 2 ӷ1 ͑where d is the dimensionality of space͒. At nϽn c ͓where n c ϭd 2 /2(2Ϫ 2 )] the exponents are n ϭ( 2 /4)(2nϪn 2 /n c ), while at nϾn c they are n independent: n ϭ 2 n c /4. We also estimate n-dependent factors in S n , particularly their behavior at n close to n c . ͓S1063-651X͑98͒04011-2͔
INTRODUCTION
Anomalous scaling is probably the central problem of the theory of turbulence. In 1941 Kolmogorov formulated his famous theory of developed turbulence ͓1͔, where the scaling behavior of different correlation functions of the turbulent velocity was predicted. Experimentally one observes deviations from the scaling exponents, proposed by Kolmogorov ͓2-4͔. It is recognized that the deviations are related to rare strong fluctuations making the main contribution into the correlation functions ͓5-7͔. This phenomenon, which is usually called intermittency, is the most striking peculiarity of developed turbulence.
One of the classical objects in the theory of turbulence is a passive scalar advected by a fluid. The role of the passive scalar can be played by temperature or the density of pollutants. Correlation functions of the scalar in a turbulent flow possess a scaling behavior that was established by Obukhov ͓8͔ and Corrsin ͓9͔ in the frame of a theory analogous to that of Kolmogorov. Intermittency enforces deviations from the Obukhov-Corrsin exponents that appear to be even stronger than the deviations from the Kolmogorov exponents for the correlation functions of the velocity ͓10-13͔.
Unfortunately, a consistent theory of turbulence describing anomalous scaling has not been constructed yet. This accounts for the difficulties associated with the strong coupling inherent to developed turbulence. This is the reason for attempts to examine the intermittency phenomenon in the framework of different simplified models. The most popular model used for this purpose is Kraichnan's model of passive scalar advection ͓14͔, where the advecting velocity is believed to be short correlated in time and have a Gaussian distribution. That allows one to examine the statistics of the passive scalar in more detail.
The scalar in the Kraichnan model exhibits strong intermittency even if it is absent in the advecting velocity field. This was proved both theoretically ͓15-22͔ and numerically ͓23-25͔. In the theoretical works the equation for the n-point correlation function F n was solved assuming that different parameters, such as 2 , 2Ϫ 2 , or d Ϫ1 , are small ͑recall that 2 is the exponent of the second-order correlation function of the passive scalar and d is the dimensionality of space͒. The order of the correlation functions that can be examined in the framework of the methods of the noted papers is bounded from above, which does not allow one to imagine the whole dependence of n on n. For that it would be enough to get the asymptotic behavior of n at nӷ1. There have been several attempts to find the scaling of the correlation functions for larger n. In the the work by Kraichnan ͓26͔ a closure was assumed enabling one to find n for any n. An alternative scheme was proposed in ͓27͔. An attempt to solve the problem at large n was made in ͓28͔, where an n-independent asymptotic behavior was found.
In the present work we develop a technique based on the path-integral representation of the dynamical correlation functions of classical fields ͓29-31͔. We use an idea, formulated in ͓32͔, that is related to the possibility of exploiting the saddle-point approximation in the path integral at large n. The saddle-point conditions are integro-differential equations describing an object that, in analogy to the quantum field theory, we call an instanton. The instantonic method was already successfully used in some contexts. Results concerning Burgers turbulence, conventional Navier-Stokes turbulence, and modifications of the Kraichnan model were obtained with the help of this method in Refs. ͓33-36͔. The formalism presented in this paper enables one to find correlation functions of the passive scalar for arbitrary nӷ1 provided d 2 ӷ1.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. I we formulate the Kraichnan model, introduce notation, and write down the standard path integral representation for the correlation functions. This basic representation turns out to be unsuitable for the saddle-point approximation; therefore, we reformulate the problem in Sec. II. Passing to new variables that are Lagrangian separations, we get a path integral that already admits the use of the saddle-point approximation. In Sec. III we consider the instantonic equations for the case of the structure functions. We solve these equations in the limit d 2 ӷ1, which enables us to find the anomalous scaling and estimate the n dependence of S n . The main results of the work are presented in Sec. III C and discussed in Conclusion. Details of calculations are given in Appendixes.
I. KRAICHNAN MODEL
Advection of a passive scalar by a velocity field v is described by the equation where is the diffusion coefficient and is the source of the passive scalar ͑say, if corresponds to fluctuations of temperature, then represents the power of heaters͒. In a turbulent flow, v is a random function of time and space coordinates. The source is also assumed to be a random function. Then passive scalar correlation functions are determined by the statistics of v and . Usually, one is interested in simultaneous correlation functions F n ϭ͗(r 1 )•••(r n )͘ since a large-scale velocity destroys temporal correlations in the Eulerian frame, whereas simultaneous objects are not influenced by it.
It is convenient to examine the anomalous scaling in terms of the structure functions S n ͑ r ͒ϭ͉͗͑ r/2͒Ϫ͑Ϫr/2͉͒ n ͘.
͑1.2͒
One expects a universal behavior of the structure functions in the convective interval of scales r d ӶrӶL, where r d is the scale where the diffusivity becomes relevant and L is the correlation length of the scalar source . Namely, one observes a scaling dependence on r:
S n ͑ r ͒ϰr n .
͑1.3͒
In the frame of the Obukhov theory ͓8,9͔ n ϭ(n/2) 2 . Therefore, the differences (n/2) 2 Ϫ n , which are usually called anomalous exponents, characterize the anomalous scaling. One can write an estimate
͑1.4͒
where A n is an n-dependent factor. Note that Eq. ͑1.4͒ implies that the structure functions in the convective interval do not depend on the diffusion length r d . The intermittency leads to the conclusion that values of the structure functions should be much larger than their naive Obukhov estimations ͓7͔. Therefore, (n/2) 2 Ϫ n Ͼ0 and we conclude that these are the anomalous exponents that reflect the intermittency.
A. Formulation of the problem
In the Kraichnan model both v and are assumed to be independent random functions, ␦ correlated in time and described by Gaussian statistics homogeneous in space. Therefore, statistical properties of the fields are entirely characterized by the pair correlation functions ͗͑t 1 ,r 1 ͒͑ t 2 ,r 2 ͒͘ϭ͑ r 12 ͒␦͑ t 1 Ϫt 2 ͒, ͑0 ͒ϭ P 2 , ͗v ␣ ͑ t 1 ,r 1 ͒v ␤ ͑ t 2 ,r 2 ͒͘ϭV ␣␤ ͑r 1 Ϫr 2 ͒␦͑t 1 Ϫt 2 ͒.
Here (r) is a smooth function decaying on the scale L, which is the pumping length. The constant P 2 has the meaning of the pumping rate of 2 . The tensor V ␣␤ (r) has a characteristic scale L v , which has the meaning of the pumping length of the velocity. We will assume that L v ӷL. Since rӶL in the convective interval, we will need V ␣␤ only at r ӶL v , where one can write
͑1.5͒
The quantity V 0 is an r-independent constant that is the main contribution to the velocity correlation function on scales less than the velocity pumping length L v . Nevertheless, besides V 0 , we should also keep a small r-dependent correction K since V 0 corresponds to advection homogeneous in space and therefore does not contribute to simultaneous correlation functions of .
The velocity correlation function is assumed to possess some scaling properties, namely, K(r)ϰr 2Ϫ␥ , where the exponent ␥ characterizes the roughening degree of the velocity field. The field is smooth in space at ␥ϭ0 and is extremely irregular at ␥ϭ2. We will treat an arbitrary ␥ satisfying the inequality 0Ͻ␥Ͻ2. The tensorial structure of K ␣␤ is determined by the incompressibility condition div vϭ0, implied in the Kraichnan model
Here d is the dimensionality of space and D is a constant characterizing the strength of velocity fluctuations. One assumes that the fluctuations are strong enough to ensure the large value of the Péclet number, that is,
The inequality ͑1.7͒ ensures the existence of the convective interval of scales since it can be rewritten as r d ӶL, where r d is the diffusive length
The assumption of the Gaussian nature and zero correlation time for the fields v and allows one to derive a closed partial differential equation for the nth order correlation function F n of ͓14,37,17͔. For the simultaneous pair correlation function F 2 (r 12 )ϭ͗(t,r 1 )(t,r 2 )͘ one can solve the equation and find the explicit expression for F 2 . In the convective interval ͓14͔
Comparing Eq. ͑1.9͒ with Eq. ͑1.3͒, one concludes that the exponent ␥ introduced by Eq. ͑1.6͒ directly determines the scaling of the second-order structure function 2 ϭ␥. However, for nϾ2 the equations for F n are too complicated to be integrated exactly. In ͓16-19͔ the equations were analyzed in the limits 2Ϫ␥Ӷ1 and d␥ӷ1, where the statistics of the passive scalar is close to Gaussian. The analysis led to an anomalous scaling that can be expressed in terms of the exponents n of the structure functions ͑1.2͒ and ͑1.3͒,
This expression covers both limit cases 2Ϫ␥Ӷ1 and d␥ ӷ1. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑1.10͒ represents the normal scaling, whereas the second one is just the anomalous scaling exponent. The calculations leading to Eq. ͑1.10͒ are correct if the anomalous contribution is much smaller than the normal one, which implies the inequality nӶ d␥ 2Ϫ␥ .
͑1.11͒
Below we will develop a different approach to the problem. It will allow us to find the exponents n ͓Eq. ͑1.3͔͒ of the structure correlation functions ͑1.2͒ for any order nӷ1 under the same additional condition d␥ӷ1 as in ͓17,18͔.
B. Path integral
Generally, the statistics of classical fields in the presence of random forces can be examined with the help of the field technique formulated in ͓29-31͔. In the framework of the technique, correlation functions are calculated as path integrals with the weight exp(iI), where I is the effective action related to dynamical equations for the fields. For the passive scalar in the Kraichnan model the effective action is
where p is an auxiliary field conjugated to . The first term in the effective action ͑1.12͒ is directly related to the lefthand side of Eq. ͑1.1͒. The quadratic in the p term in Eq.
͑1.12͒ appears as a result of averaging over the statistics of the pumping . Simultaneous correlation functions of can be represented as functional derivatives of the generating functional
where angular brackets designate averaging over the statistics of and v. With the help of the action ͑1.12͒ the generating functional can be rewritten as the path integral Z͑ ͒ϭ ͵ D Dp Dv expͫ ϪF͑v ͒ϩiI ϩi ͵ dr ͑r͒͑tϭ0,r͒ͬ.
͑1.14͒
Here F(v) determines the statistics of the velocity field. Since we assume the Gaussian nature of the statistics, F(v) is a functional of second order over v with the kernel determined by the pair correlation function ͑1.5͒. Knowing Z(), one can restore the probability distribution function ͑PDF͒ of . It is convenient to treat the PDF of a particular object ϭ ͵ dr ␤͑r͒͑tϭ0,r͒,
͑1.15͒
with a given function ␤(r). For example, the set of the structure functions ͑1.2͒ can be assembled into the PDF of the scalar difference in two points (r/2)Ϫ(Ϫr/2), which is the object ͑1.15͒ with ␤(r 1 )ϭ␦(r 1 Ϫr/2)Ϫ␦(r 1 ϩr/2). The PDF of is written as
Moments of are then expressed as
We will be interested in the high-order correlation functions of or, in other words, we consider the limit nӷ1. This is equivalent to examining the large tail of the PDF ͑1.16͒. One could expect ͓32͔ that the tail can be calculated in the saddle-point approximation since there is a large parameter in the corresponding path integral. Unfortunately, direct application of the method to the integral ͑1.16͒ or to the moments ͑1.17͒ does not lead to success.
To recognize the reason, let us consider the transformation of the variables ͓32͔ ͑see also ͓35͔͒ v→Xv, p→Xp, t→X Ϫ1 t, y→Xy, →X.
One can check that under this transformation all the terms in the square brackets on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑1.14͒ acquire the factor X, which means that in the saddle-point approximation ln͓Z(y␤)͔ϭy f (y/) with some unknown function f . On the other hand, we expect that correlation functions of the scalar itself ͑but not of its gradient, for example͒ do not depend on the diffusivity and the results of the works ͓15-19,21,22,37͔ confirm the expectation. Then, at small the function f remains a -independent constant and we obtain ln Z͑ y␤ ͒ϰ͉y͉.
͑1.18͒
Unfortunately, Eq. ͑1.18͒ does not help to restore P() since after substituting it into Eq. ͑1.16͒ we realize that the characteristic value of y in the integral can be estimated as y ϳ Ϫ1 . Therefore, at large the main contribution to the integral is determined by the region where Eq. ͑1.18͒ does not work.
We conclude that the naive instantonic approach to the problem fails. The reason is that for the instanton the velocity field is fixed ͑does not fluctuate͒ in time and space. Obviously, a saddle-point solution is anisotropic because of the incompressibility condition div vϭ0. Fluctuations related to smooth variations of the anisotropy axis in time and space are strong and destroy the saddle-point approximation for the tail of the PDF P() or for the high moments of . Thus we should transform the problem to more adequate variables, where fluctuations of the velocity are partly taken into account. This is the only chance to construct an instanton with weak fluctuations on its background. This is the goal of the next section.
II. LAGRANGE FORMULATION
As we mentioned above, the diffusivity does not enter the result for the structure functions. Therefore, we will assume ϭ0 in all the following calculations. However, one should be careful since in this case it is impossible to deal with point objects. To provide a regularization, we should assume that the characteristic scales of the function ␤ in Eq.
͑1.15͒ are larger than r d . In addition, the scales are to be much smaller than L since we are going to examine correlation functions in the convective interval.
In the diffusionless case the left-hand side of Eq. ͑1.1͒ describes the field moving together with the fluid. Then it is natural to pass into the Lagrangian frame where the process is trivial. For that purpose we introduce Lagrangian trajectories (t) that obey the equation
͑2.1͒
We will label the trajectories by the positions of fluid particles at tϭ0: (tϭ0)ϭr. Equation ͑1.1͒ ͑where is omitted͒ can easily be solved in terms of the Lagrangian trajectories
Since we are interested in the field at tϭ0, due to causality, the integration is performed over negative time. Therefore, Eq. ͑2.1͒ should be solved backward in time.
A simultaneous nth-order correlation function of can be written as the product of n integrals ͑2.2͒, averaged over the statistics of v and . In this representation, averaging over the pumping is very simple. For example, the two-point correlation function is At this point, we would like to stress the close connection between the statistics of the passive scalar and that of Lagrangian trajectories ͓40͔, which can be seen from Eq. ͑2.5͒.
A. Statistics of Lagrangian separations
Equations ͑2.5͒ and ͑2.6͒ show that the correlation functions we are interested in are expressed via the average of exp(ϪF ) over the velocity. Note that F ͓Eq. ͑2.7͔͒ depends only on the absolute values R 12 (t) of Lagrangian differences ͑2.4͒. Therefore, instead of averaging over the statistics of v, one could find the answer by averaging over the statistics of the Lagrangian separations R 12 . Due to zero correlation time of the velocity field, the statistical properties of the field R 12 appear to be relatively simple.
To establish the statistics of R 12 we start from the relation
following from Eqs. ͑2.1͒ and ͑2.4͒. As shown in Appendix , the average value of 12 is nonzero:
͗ 12 ͘ϭϪD.
͑2.9͒
Next, exploiting the expression ͑1.5͒ for the velocity correlation function, one can find the irreducible pair correlation function
͑2.10͒
The explicit expression for the function Q is rather cumbersome: 
͑2.13͒
The integration in Eq. ͑2.13͒ is performed over functions of t, r 1 , and r 2 with some boundary conditions imposed on them. The condition for the field R 12 follows from (0)ϭr and reads
͑2.14͒
The boundary condition for the field m 12 should be m 12 (Ϫϱ)ϭ0 since we deal with free integration over R 12 in the remote past. Note that due to the definition ͑2.4͒, the triangular inequalities
should be satisfied for any three points. Actually, the inequalities are constraints that should be imposed on the field R 12 when integrating in Eq. ͑2.13͒.
B. General instantonic equations
In the preceding subsection we derive a formula ͑2.13͒ for ͉͉͗ n ͘. Its calculation is equivalent to solving some nonlinear field theory. It looks infeasible to perform this task. We are going to calculate the integral ͑2.13͒ in the saddle-point approximation regarding the number n large enough. To be consistent, when doing the procedure one should remember about the constraints ͑2.15͒. Unfortunately, it is very hard to take them into account explicitly. We will ignore the constraints, which is correct under the following conditions. First, the inequalities ͑2.15͒ should be valid in the instantonic solution. Second, fluctuations on the background of the instanton should be weak ͑this is also the applicability condition of the instantonic formalism itself͒. We argue in Appendixes B 1 and B 2 that those conditions are satisfied if d␥ӷ1.
͑2.16͒
Note also that for the condition ͑2.16͒ fluctuations of a Lagrangian separation near its average value are weak ͑see Appendix A 2͒. The inequality ͑2.16͒ will be implied below.
Thus we obtain from the integral ͑2.13͒ in the saddlepoint approximation
͉͉͗
n ͘ϳexp͑iI R ϪF Ϫiyϩn ln͉͉͉͒ inst . ͑2.17͒
Here solutions of the instantonic equations should be substituted, which are extremum conditions for the argument of the exponent on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑2.13͒. 
͑2.19͒
The extremum conditions over y and read
Note that only Eqs. ͑2.18͒ and ͑2.19͒ are true dynamical equations, carrying the information about the dynamics of the flow, whereas Eqs. ͑2.20͒ and ͑2.21͒ are constraints imposed on the instantonic solution. One needs to add to Eqs. ͑2.18͒ and ͑2.19͒ some boundary conditions. The value of the field R 12 is fixed at tϭ0 by Eq. ͑2.14͒. As for the field m 12 , we already noted that it should tend to zero when t→ Ϫϱ. It can be understood as the extremum condition that appears after variation of the effective action over the boundary value of R 12 in the remote past. One can easily establish the asymptotic behavior of R 12 at ͉t͉→ϱ. There the field R 12 grows and loses its dependence on r 1,2 . The field m 12 tends to its ''vacuum'' zero value at ͉t͉→ϱ. Therefore, at large ͉t͉ the term with m 12 in Eq. ͑2.18͒ can be omitted and we find
The expression ͑2.22͒ is nothing but the Richardson law for divergence of Lagrangian trajectories ͓38͔. Let us stress that now it holds on the classical ͑mean-field͒ level, without taking into account fluctuations on the background of the instanton. To clarify this point, notice that if the velocity field is a deterministic function of time and space ͑as it is for the naive instanton discussed above͒, then the Richardson law cannot be valid for all the Lagrangian trajectories. In our instanton we get rid of the velocity field that resulted in the emergence of the Richardson law. Note that the triangle inequalities ͑2.15͒ are obviously satisfied both for ͑2.14͒ and for the asymptotic behavior ͑2.22͒. The expression for the action appearing in Eq. ͑2.13͒ is 
͑2.23͒

͑2.24͒
We see from Eq. ͑2.23͒ that the quantity E plays the role of the Hamiltonian function of the system, while Eqs. ͑2.18͒ and ͑2.19͒ are canonical equations corresponding to the Hamiltonian function. Since E does not explicitly depend on time t, its value ͑which can be called energy͒ is conserved. Actually, the energy is zero on the instantonic solution since at t→Ϫϱ we have m 12 →0 and R 12 →ϱ. Note that since the Hamiltonian ͑2.24͒ explicitly depends on the coordinates via ␤, there is no ''momentum'' conservation law. Before proceeding to the solution of the instanton equations, let us make a remark concerning fluctuations on the background of the instanton. In the linear approximation over the fluctuations we obtain an estimate for the typical fluctuation of
Note that the fluctuations of R tend to zero when t→0 since R 12 is fixed at tϭ0. Comparing the estimate ͑2.25͒ with Eq. ͑2.22͒, we obtain
͑2.26͒
We conclude that the fluctuations on the background of our instanton are weak provided dӷ1. The above evaluations are rough and need a more accurate analysis ͑see Appendix B 2͒. Nevertheless, they show that the Richardson behavior ͑2.22͒ inherent for our instanton suppresses fluctuations on its background. The system ͑2.18͒ and ͑2.19͒ consists of two nonlinear integro-differential equations with boundary conditions imposed on the opposite sides of the time interval, that is, at t ϭ0 for R 12 and at tϭϪϱ for m 12 . Therefore, in the general case it is very difficult to solve the instanton equations. Nevertheless, one can hope that for some particular objects the system of equations can be reduced to a simpler form allowing the complete solution. This hope comes true for the structure functions.
III. INSTANTON FOR STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS
Using the general scheme developed in Sec. II, we will examine the expressions for the structure functions ͑1.2͒ at large n. In other words, we will be interested in the statistics of the passive scalar difference taken at the points separated by the distance r. Since the diffusivity is neglected, we cannot examine the difference (r/2)Ϫ(Ϫr/2) itself. Nevertheless, we can treat the statistics of the differences averaged over separations near r. So we should consider the object ͑1.15͒ with
Here ␦ ⌳ (r) is the function with the width ⌳ Ϫ1 ӷr d satisfying the condition ͐dr ␦ ⌳ (r)ϭ1, which can be called a smeared ␦ function. Then we can write
͑3.2͒
where we used Eq. ͑2.17͒ and substituted Eq. ͑2.21͒.
A. Reduction
Now we turn to the instantonic equations ͑2.18͒ and ͑2.19͒. Let us observe that since the source on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑2.19͒ is proportional to ␤(r 1 )␤(r 2 ), the field m 12 can be approximated as
where m Ϯ are functions of time only. Writing it, we implicitly assumed that the field R 12 is smooth near the points Ϯr/2. Then the relations ͑2.20͒ and ͑2.21͒ give
where we introduced
Substituting the expression ͑3.3͒ into the Eqs. ͑2.18͒ and ͑2.19͒, we obtain a closed system of ordinary differential equations for m Ϯ and R Ϯ . It is convenient to proceed in terms of the effective action. Substituting Eq. ͑3.3͒ into Eq. ͑2.23͒, we get
Here we introduced the designations
Since the effective action ͑3.6͒ depends only on the functions m Ϯ (t) and R Ϯ (t), one can obtain the system of ordinary differential equations for the functions as extremum conditions of the action. The boundary conditions for the equations are R ϩ ϭ0 and R Ϫ ϭr at tϭ0 ͓see Eq. ͑2.14͔͒ and m Ϯ →0 at t→Ϫϱ. Resolution of the system allows one to find m Ϯ and R Ϯ as functions of time. Once they are known, it is possible to restore the function R 12 in the whole space from Eq. ͑2.18͒. The problem is discussed in Appendix B 1. There we argue that the function R 12 is really smooth in space, which is a justification of the procedure described.
Since we accept Eq. ͑2.16͒ dӷ1. Using the inequality, one can keep in the functions ͑3.8͒ only the terms of the main order over d. This means that one can neglect in Eq. ͑3.8͒ the second contribution to 1 in comparison to the first one and also 2 , 3 in comparison to 1 . Potentially this procedure is dangerous. We will show that due to the smallness of r/L, the intervals where R Ϫ ϪR ϩ ӶR Ϫ play an important role. Then we see that it is the difference of R Ϯ that enters the first term in 1 , while the others do not contain this smallness. Therefore, we observe cancellations that could lead to a competition of d and L/r ͑the latter parameter is considered as the largest in the problem͒. To check the possibility, we performed calculations keeping all the terms in Eq. ͑3.8͒. The calculations are sketched in Appendix C. They show that in the final expressions only combinations of 1,2,3 containing the same cancellations are of importance. The legitimacy of the procedure is proved.
Omitting 2,3 in the expression ͑3.7͒ and then varying the action ͑3.6͒ over m ϩ , we get a trivial equation for R ϩ ,
Its solution, satisfying the boundary condition R ϩ (0)ϭ0, is simply
To examine the behavior of R Ϫ it is convenient to pass to the new variables
As time t goes from 0 to Ϫϱ, the variable runs from Ϫϱ to ϩϱ and v runs from ϩϱ to 0. The latter is clear from the asymptotic behavior
Recall that the energy E entering the action ͑3.6͒ is an integral of motion whose value is equal to zero. Thus we can perform the standard procedure of excluding a degree of freedom in a canonical system. Equating the expression ͑3.7͒ to zero, we can express m ϩ in terms of , v, and . Substituting the result into Eq. ͑3.6͒, we get
Here we kept main contributions over d only. In Eq. ͑3.14͒ we set y 2 ϭϪ͉y͉ 2 since as follows from Eqs. ͑2.21͒ and ͑3.4͒ y is an imaginary number. Extremum conditions for the action ͑3.13͒ read
which are canonical equations for the variables and v in ''time'' . Of course, Eqs. ͑3.16͒ could be obtained directly from the extremum conditions for the action ͑3.6͒.
To conclude, we reformulated the problem as follows: Find such a value of y that the solution of Eqs. ͑3.16͒ with the given y, being substituted into Eq. ͑3.12͒, reproduces the correct value of ϭϪin/y. Below we discuss the first and the most difficult part of the program that is solution of the system ͑3.16͒. Though it cannot be integrated exactly, we can solve the system approximately by asymptotic matching, which is enough to determine the structure functions S n .
B. General structure of the instanton
The evolution of R Ϫ in time can be divided into three stages. During the first stage, starting at ϭϪϱ, both R ϩ and R Ϫ are much less than L and it is possible to substitute both (R ϩ ) and (R Ϫ ) by (0). 
To avoid difficulties related to infinite values of and v at the initial point, we subtracted from G Ϫ1 its asymptote G Ϫ1 (x)Ϸ1/x at large x. This enforces the convergence of the integral ͑3.20͒ at large x. The constant of integration in Eq. ͑3.20͒ was established from the limit v→ϱ: Since the integral on the left-hand side of Eq. ͑3.20͒ tends to zero as v increases, the right-hand side of Eq. ͑3.20͒ should also tend to zero. This requirement is ensured by the r-dependent factor in Eq. ͑3.20͒ since R ϩ ␥ Ϸr ␥ /v at v→ϱ, as follows from the boundary condition R Ϫ (0)ϭr and Eq. ͑3.11͒. The lefthand side of Eq. ͑3.20͒ should be viewed as a contour integral, which determines its value in the case of the nonmonotonic behavior of v as a function of .
Equation ͑3.20͒ allows us to establish a relation for the parameters characterizing the first stage. Let us consider the integral over the whole first stage. Then we should substitute vϭv * in Eq. ͑3.20͒, where v * is the value of v at the end of the first stage. The initial substage ͑where vտ1) gives a constant of order unity in the integral on the left-hand side of Eq. ͑3.20͒ since G(x)Ϸx there. We neglect the contribution substituting vϳ1 as the lower limit in the integral. Then the integral ͐dx/x produces just ln v, which is canceled by the corresponding term on the right-hand side. Next, at the boundary between the first and the second stages R Ϫ ϳL since the pumping enters the game there. Therefore, with the logarithmic accuracy one can write
͑3.21͒
We see that there is a large parameter L/r in the argument of the logarithm on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑3.21͒. An analysis shows that due to this large parameter there are only two possibilities to satisfy the relation ͑3.21͒. Both of them are related to zeros of the function G because only near the points where G is small can the integral reach a large value. The first possibility is realized when G is zero only at v ϭ0. In this case v * Ӷ1 and v is a monotonically decreasing function. The second possibility is that G is zero at some point vϭv r . That is just the reverse point where the derivative dv/d changes its sign; see Eq. ͑3.19͒. Then the integral on the left-hand side of Eq. ͑3.21͒ is determined by the vicinity of the point since G is small there.
A choice between the possibilities depend on the value of H 1 . If H 1 ϾH c , where
then G cannot be zero ͑except for the point vϭ0). Then the integral on the left-hand side of Eq. ͑3.21͒ reaches its large value at vӶ1. Substituting into Eq. ͑3.18͒ the asymptotic expression
valid at vӶ1, we can calculate the integral on the left-hand side of Eq. ͑3.21͒ with the logarithmic accuracy and find
We see that due to rӶL, indeed v * Ӷ1. In the opposite case H 1 ϽH c the situation is more complicated. From the asymptotic expression
valid at vӶ1, we see that G is zero at vϭv r , where
It is just the reverse point where the derivative dv/d changes its sign. Therefore, the sign of G is positive during the initial part of the first period and negative during the final one. Thus we should take the upper sign in Eq. ͑3.18͒ for the first part and the lower sign for the second part. The main contribution to the left-hand side of Eq. ͑3.21͒ is determined by the region near the reverse point vϪv r ϳv r where we can use the expression ͑3.25͒. The explicit integration gives
Since the logarithm is large, H 1 is close to H c and hence v r Ӷ1, as we implicitly assumed in the expression ͑3.25͒. Note that Eq. ͑3.27͒ does not fix the value of v * , as it was for H 1 ϾH c . Now we should extract additional relations that along with Eq. ͑3.24͒ or ͑3.27͒ will fix the instantonic solution and determine the final answer for the structure functions. It can be done by establishing the evolution during the second stage and by its subsequent matching with the first stage. Unfortunately, the procedure is rather lengthy and is individual for each particular case. We present the calculations in Appendix D.
C. Expressions for structure functions
Based on the reasoning given in the preceding subsection and on the calculations described in Appendix D, one can establish expressions for the structure functions from the relation ͑3.2͒. Here we enumerate basic results, referring the reader interested in technical details to Appendix D.
The case H 1 ϾH c is realized if nϽn c ͑see Appendix D 1͒, where
Calculating the action I and ͑see Appendix D 1͒ and substituting the result into Eq. ͑3.2͒, we obtain
The quantity C 1 in the expression ͑3.29͒ is a constant of order unity, whose value depends on the shape of ͑that is, on the details of the pumping͒ and is consequently nonuniversal. Note that the r-independent factor in Eq. ͑3.29͒ is determined by the single-point root-mean-square value of the passive scalar
͑3.31͒
Comparing the expression ͑3.30͒ with Eq. ͑1.10͒, we see that they coincide under the conditions nӷ1 and dӷ1 that were implied in our derivation. Surprisingly, the n dependence of n given by Eq. ͑1.10͒ is correct not only in the limit ͑1.11͒ ͑that is, for nӶn c ), but up to nϭn c , which is the boundary value for Eqs. ͑3.29͒ and ͑3.30͒.
A detailed consideration of the case H 1 ϾH c is presented in Appendix . It shows that this possibility is realized at n Ͼn c . Then the scaling exponents n appear to be n independent and equal to the value c ϭ d␥ 2 8͑2Ϫ␥ ͒ .
͑3.32͒
The n-dependent numerical factors in S n can be found in two limits: nϪn c Ӷn c and nӷn c . The former case is discussed below, while in the latter case one can obtain ͑see Appendix D 2͒
͑3.33͒
The quantity C 2 in Eq. ͑3.33͒ is again a nonuniversal constant of order unity. The expression ͑3.33͒ corresponds to the factorized Gaussian PDF
Let us stress that when calculating S n Ϸ͉͉͗ n ͘ with the help of the PDF ͑3.34͒, the characteristic is of the order of the single-point root-mean-square value of the passive scalar ͑3.31͒ and the relatively small value of the result ͑3.33͒ compared to a single-point value is ensured only by the small r-dependent factor in Eq. ͑3.34͒. In Appendix D 3 we establish the inequality
which restricts the region where the expression ͑3.33͒ is correct. For larger n the character of the PDF essentially changes and it tends to a single-point PDF that is similar to Eq. ͑3.34͒ but does not contain the r-dependent factor. Note that the cases ␥Ӷ1 and 2Ϫ␥Ӷ1 need a special analysis, which is performed in Appendix D 3. The answer ͑3.33͒ should be slightly corrected in the case ␥Ӷ1 and keeps its form at 2Ϫ␥Ӷ1.
We can treat the structure function S n as a continuous function of n. Then the vicinity of the critical value nϭn c requires a separate consideration, which is presented in Appendix . The main peculiarity that appears in the expressions for the structure functions is a critical dependence on n. The expression for the structure functions can be written as
͑3.36͒
which implies the condition ͉nϪn c ͉Ӷn c . The factors C Ϯ are nonuniversal constants of order unity which are different for the cases nϽn c and nϾn c . The exponents n in the expression ͑3.36͒ are determined by Eq. ͑3.30͒ if nϽn c and n ϭ c ͓Eq. ͑3.32͔͒ if nϾn c . In the consideration made above we suggested that r/L is the smallest parameter of our theory. However, if n→n c , then ͉n c Ϫn͉ starts to compete with r/L and at small enough n c Ϫn the consideration presented in Appendix is inapplicable. The criterion that determines the validity of Eq. ͑3.36͒ is established in Appendix D 4,
͑3.37͒
We see that the first factor in Eq. ͑3.36͒ possesses the critical behavior proportional ͉nϪn c ͉ n c that is saturated in the narrow vicinity near nϭn c , where the condition ͑3.37͒ is violated. To avoid a misunderstanding, let us stress that despite the critical behavior, S n remains a monotonically increasing function of n at a fixed L/r. This is obvious for nϾn c , whereas for nϽn c it accounts for the stronger dependence on n of the second (r-dependent͒ factor in Eq. ͑3.36͒, which is guaranteed by the inequality ͑3.37͒.
We presented the results of the analysis based on the saddle-point approximation. The account of fluctuations on the background of our instanton could, in principle, change the results. Particularly the value of n could increase. Therefore, one should estimate the role of the fluctuations. The corresponding analysis is presented in Appendix B 2. It shows that for the condition ͑2.16͒ fluctuation effects are weak and cannot essentially change the results obtained.
CONCLUSION
We have performed an investigation of the structure functions in the Kraichnan model in the framework of the instantonic formalism. Though our approach is correct only for large dimensionalities of space, we observe a nontrivial picture, some peculiarities of which could be realized in a wider context. Below we discuss the results obtained.
We have established the n dependence of the scaling exponents, which are determined by the expression ͑3.30͒ for nϽn c and remain the constant ͑3.32͒ for nϾn c , where n c is defined by Eq. ͑3.28͒. Our results contradict the schemes proposed in ͓26,27͔. The value ͑3.32͒ is different from and smaller than the constant obtained in ͓28͔, which can be considered really as an estimate from above. For nӶn c our expression coincides with the answer obtained perturbatively ͓17,18͔ at large d. Surprisingly, the quadratic dependence of n on n is kept up to nϭn c . Such an n dependence of n is well known from the so-called log-normal distribution proposed by Kolmogorov ͓39͔.
The expressions ͑3.29͒ and ͑3.33͒ reveal the combinatoric prefactors in S n that are characteristic rather of a Gaussian distribution. A natural explanation can be found in terms of zero mode ideology ͓15-19,41͔. We know that for nϾ2 the main contribution to the structure function S n in the convective interval is related to zero modes of the equation for the nth-order correlation function of the passive scalar. The exponents of the modes are determined by the equation ͑and could be very sensitive to the value of n), whereas numerical coefficients before the modes ͑determining their contribution to S n ) have to be extracted from matching on the pumping scale where the statistics of the passive scalar is nearly Gaussian. This explains the combinatoric prefactors in Eqs. ͑3.29͒ and ͑3.33͒. Probably the most striking feature of our results is the unusual behavior of S n ͑treated as continuous functions of n) near nϭn c , which is determined by the expression ͑3.36͒. Now we briefly discuss the interpretation of our results. The log-normal answer ͑3.29͒ and ͑3.30͒ can be obtained if we accept that for large fluctuations, giving the main contribution to the structure function S n , the pumping is inessential and the fluctuation is smooth on the scale r. Then one obtains from Eq. ͑1.1͒ the equation for the passive scalar difference taken at the separation r,
where we substituted ٌ by ⌬/r. We immediately get from this equation a log-normal statistics for ⌬ that is a consequence of the central limiting theorem. The saturation at n Ͼn c can be explained by the presence of quasidiscontinuous structures in the field making the main contribution to the high-order correlation functions of . Note also a similar nonanalytical behavior of n for Burgers' turbulence ͓7͔, which is explained by the presence of shocks in the velocity field. Although formally our scheme is applicable only in the limit d␥ӷ1, one can hope that the main features of our results persist for arbitrary values of the parameters. This hope is supported by ͓42͔, where a saturation of n was observed in numerical simulations of the Kraichnan model at dϭ3.
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APPENDIX A: SINGLE LAGRANGIAN SEPARATION
In this appendix we treat the statistics of a single Lagrangian separation defined by Eq. ͑2.4͒. The consideration will allow us to establish the relation ͑2.9͒ and also to clarify the condition ͑2.16͒.
Richardson law
A single Lagrangian difference R between two Lagrangian trajectories and ϩR is governed by the equation
with the correlation function
following from Eq. ͑1.6͒. First of all, we get from Eqs. ͑2.10͒ and ͑2.11͒
where in accordance with Eq. ͑2.8͒ ϭ␥
where we believe ⌬tϾ0 to be a small time interval ͑recall that we treat evolution backward in time͒. Averaging over the velocity statistics on the interval from t to tϪ⌬t, we get from Eqs. ͑A3͒ and ͑A4͒ ͓͗R͑tϪ⌬t͒ϪR͔ 2 ͘ϭ
where RϵR(t). Let us write now
which is the direct consequence of Eq. ͑A1͒. Then we find from Eq. ͑A6͒ in the approximation needed for us
where again RϵR(t) and we used the incompressibility condition ‫ץ‬w/‫ץ‬Rϭ0. Averaging the expression over the velocity statistics on the interval from t to tϪ⌬t, we get
where we used the expressions ͑A2͒ and taken into account ‫ץ‬K ␣␤ (R)/‫ץ‬R ␣ ϭ0. Then we obtain from Eqs. ͑A5͒ and ͑A7͒
Next, we get from the definition ͑2.8͒ ͗R ␥ ͑ tϪ⌬t ͒ϪR ␥ ͘ϭϪ␥͗͘⌬t.
͑A9͒
Expanding here the difference up to second order over R(t Ϫ⌬t)ϪR and substituting then Eqs. ͑A5͒ and ͑A8͒ we find finally ͗͘ϭϪD.
͑A10͒
Note that the average is negative, which is a consequence of considering an evolution backward in time.
The average value ͗͘ is obviously the same for all the Lagrangian separations. Therefore, we arrive at Eq. ͑2.9͒, leading then to Eq. ͑2.22͒, which is a manifestation of the Richardson law.
Simultaneous PDF
The Kraichnan model admits a closed description of the simultaneous probability distribution function P(R) for any single Lagrangian difference R. The point is that Eq. ͑A1͒ in this case can be considered as a stochastic process with white noise on the right-hand side. It is well known how to obtain the equation for P(R) in the situation. Using the expression ͑A2͒ we get ‫ץ‬P/‫͉ץ‬t͉ϭK ␣␤ ͑R͒" ␣ " ␤ P. ͑A11͒
The same problem for ␥ϭ2/3 was considered by Kraichnan ͓43͔, who obtained the asymptotic behavior of P at large times t. Here we present a straightforward generalization of Kraichnan's scheme for arbitrary ␥. Suppose that at tϭ0 the PDF is PϭR 0 1Ϫd ␦(RϪR 0 ); the initial condition corresponds to a fixed value of ͉R͉ at tϭ0. The above expression implies the normalization condition ͐dR R dϪ1 P(t,R)ϭ1. Solutions corresponding to other initial conditions can be expressed via this fundamental solution since Eq. ͑A12͒ is linear. Due to isotropy, P will be a function of R only. Then Eq. ͑A11͒ is rewritten as
Of course Eq. ͑A12͒ can also be obtained directly from Eqs. ͑A3͒ and ͑A10͒.
Performing a Laplace transform of Eq. ͑A12͒, one obtains
where all the singularities of S() have to be to the left of the integration contour. The function S in Eq. ͑A13͒ satisfies the equation
The equation can be solved separately in the regions R ϽR 0 and RϾR 0 where we deal with the homogeneous equation and then the matching conditions at RϭR 0 give us coefficients. Assuming suitable boundary conditions (S is finite at R→0 and at R→ϱ) we get
͑A14͒
Here ϭd/␥Ϫ1, I is the modified Bessel function, and K is the McDonald function. If we are interested in the asymptotic behavior of P(t,R) at large times ͉t͉ӷdR 0 ␥ /D␥ 2 , then R near the maximum of P satisfies RӷR 0 . In addition, in the integral ͑A13͒ the characteristic value char ϰ͉t͉ Ϫ1 is small. Thus we can take only the second term in Eq. ͑A14͒ ͑corresponding to RϾR 0 ) and substitute the first term of the expansion I (z)Ӎ ⌫ Ϫ1 (1ϩ)(z/2) . Then the integral ͑A13͒ can be taken explicitly and we obtain
which gives the asymptotic self-similar behavior of PDF. We see that lnPϰϪR ␥ . It is interesting that the asymptotic PDF is Gaussian at ␥ϭ2 for any d. As we move ␥ from two to zero, the PDF is getting more and more non-Gaussian, reaching an extreme non-Gaussian nature ͑log-normality͒ at ␥ ϭ0. Note an obvious consequence of Eqs. ͑A15͒ and ͑A16͒:
for arbitrary . The asymptotic law ͑A17͒ is a manifestation of the Richardson law.
It is not very difficult to calculate first moments using the expression ͑A15͒:
In the large d limit the expressions ͑A18͒ and ͑A19͒ give
irrespective of the value of ␥. We see that fluctuations of R 2 are small if ␥dӷ1 and in the opposite limit ␥dӶ1 the cumulant of R 2 is much larger than ͗R 2 ͘ 2 . We conclude that the inequality ͑2.16͒ is just the condition at which R ␥ only weakly fluctuates near the value ͑2.22͒.
APPENDIX B
Here we discuss the applicability conditions of our scheme. First, the triangular inequality ͑2.15͒ should be satisfied for our instantonic solution. Second, fluctuations on the background of our instanton should be weak.
Triangle inequality
Here we discuss the triangular inequality ͑2.15͒ that was ignored in our saddle-point calculations. We argue that if the parameter d␥ is large, the inequality ͑2.15͒ is satisfied for the instanton solution. In other words, we can say that calculating the path integral ͑2.13͒, we can dismiss the restriction supplied by Eq. ͑2.15͒ because the contribution from the regions where the inequality is violated is small in this limit.
Let us recall that the inequalities ͑2.15͒ are obviously satisfied for both the initial condition ͑2.14͒ and the asymptotic behavior ͑2.22͒. Therefore, they could be violated only for times of the order of the instanton lifetime. Our project will be as follows. First, we check that the inequality ͑2.15͒ holds for the instanton solution if we consider the instantonic equations in the main order over 1/d. Then we will show that next-order terms over 1/d considered in Appendix C can lead to violation of the inequality if d␥Շ1. Generally, this procedure is complicated and here we present only some calculations that serve as a basis for our conclusions.
As a first step we have to restore the field R 12 in the whole space, that is, for any two points r 1 and r 2 . This can be done as follows. Let us consider Eq. ͑2.18͒. Substituting m 12 in the form ͑3.3͒ we get
.
͑B1͒
We kept only the main term over 1/d in Q ͓Eq. ͑2.11͔͒. In Eq. ͑B1͒ we introduced auxiliary fields R 1ϩ ϭR͑r 1 ,r/2͒, R 1Ϫ ϭR͑r 1 ,Ϫr/2͒. ͑B2͒
They satisfy the closed system of equations
which can be obtained from Eq. ͑B1͒. Thus one can restore the function R 12 in two steps: first solving Eqs. ͑B3͒ and ͑B4͒ and then substituting the functions R 1Ϯ into Eq. ͑B1͒.
Though at each step one should solve ordinary differential equations, this is a hard program and we are not able to perform it entirely. Nevertheless, we can examine some crucial cases. First of all, using the above scheme one can establish the behavior of the field R 12 where r 1,2 are close to Ϯr/2. The analysis shows that the field R 12 is smooth near the points. This is the justification of our reduction procedure leading to the effective action ͑3.6͒. Simple consideration shows that the most dangerous geometry that could lead to violation of the triangular inequalities ͑2.15͒ is realized if two of the three points are close to Ϯr/2, whereas the third one ͑say, r 1 ) lies in the middle be-tween the points. In this case R 1ϩ ϭR 1Ϫ and the triangular inequality tells in this case that the difference 2R 1Ϫ ϪR Ϫ should be positive. To prove the inequality let us write the equation for this quantity
͑B5͒
It is easy to show that at small times the quantity 2R 1Ϫ ϪR Ϫ increases. Suppose that at some moment of time it becomes zero. Then the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑B5͒ is zero, while the first one is negative. This means that the difference 2R 1Ϫ ϪR Ϫ increases ͑recall that we move backward in time͒, though it should approach zero from the positive side. The contradiction proves that 2R 1Ϫ ϪR Ϫ is always positive. Let us now restore the terms subleading over 1/d. Adding the terms to Eq. ͑B1͒, we can repeat our consideration. Again, we should consider the same geometry as above. Writing the equation for 2R 1Ϫ ϪR Ϫ , we are convinced that in addition to the two terms presented in Eq. ͑B5͒ one should take into account also the term of the next order over 1/d. This term is nonzero when 2R 1Ϫ ϭR Ϫ ; therefore, it starts to compete with the leading term ϪDR Ϫ 1Ϫ␥ (2 ␥ Ϫ1) if 2R 1Ϫ ϪR Ϫ is small. In this case the leading term is proportional to 2 ␥ Ϫ1, that is, to ␥ at small ␥. Therefore, if ␥d is not large, we cannot make a definite conclusion about the sign of the difference. Thus we arrive at the inequality ͑2.16͒ formulated in the main text. The crucial cases investigated above make us confident that the triangular inequality holds for our instanton in the whole space provided the inequality ͑2.16͒ is satisfied.
Fluctuations
Here we extend the analysis of the fluctuations presented in the Sec. II B that is suitable for all the points excluding vicinities of Ϯr/2. The reason is that the quantity v introduced in Eq. ͑3.11͒ is small during some stages of the evolution. Therefore, R ϩ ϭR(r/2,r/2) and R Ϫ ϭR(r/2,Ϫr/2) are almost equal to each other. Thus we should check that fluctuations do not destroy this proximity. Having the problem in mind, we will assume vӶ1 below.
We can take the effective action ͑2.23͒ as the starting point of our analysis. It will be enough for our purpose to examine fluctuation effects in the harmonic approximation. Therefore, we should expand the effective action ͑2.23͒ up to second order over the fluctuations ␦R 12 ␥ and ␦m 12 . The firstorder term of the expansion vanishes due to our saddle-point equations. The second-order term can be written as Here R 12 is the field corresponding to the instanton ͑recall that the way to restore it in the whole space was discussed in Appendix B 1͒, m 12 is determined by the expression ͑3.3͒, and (2) ,Q (2) are the secondorder terms in the expansion over ␦R 12 ␥ . As follows from Eqs. ͑3.1͒ and ͑3.3͒, the last two terms in Eq. ͑B6͒ are relevant only for the points close to Ϯr/2. Therefore, in the general case we can disregard these terms and return to the estimate ͑2.26͒, which can be obtained if only the two first terms in the action ͑B6͒ are kept. However, we are interested just in the behavior of R 12 when the points r 1 and r 2 are close to Ϯr/2. In this case a special analysis is needed.
First note that short-scale fluctuations of R 12 are weak due to the restriction ͑2.15͒, which makes the amplitude of the fluctuations proportional to the scale. In other words, we should deal only with smooth functions R 12 . Next, due to the presence of the second term in the effective action ͑B6͒ fluctuations of m 12 are relatively suppressed for points that are not very close to Ϯr/2. That is a consequence of the r dependence of Q 12,34 ͓Eq. ͑2.11͔͒, which in the case vӶ1 has deep minima if the points r i are close to Ϯr/2 ͑more precisely some linear combinations have deep minima; they just determine the structure of strong fluctuations of m). Therefore, relevant fluctuations of R 12 can be estimated in terms of the expression ͑3.3͒ and, consequently, in terms of the reduced action ͑3.6͒. Since in the main approximation over d the terms with 2 and 3 can be neglected in Eq. ͑3.7͒, the integration over m ϩ can be done explicitly. That leads simply to fixing the expression ͑3.10͒ and reduces the action to the form ͑3.13͒.
So we should estimate fluctuations of v and starting from the action ͑3.13͒ with the Hamiltonian ͑3.14͒. Actually, we should check the validity of the semiclassical approximation for this system with one degree of freedom. It is more convenient to perform this conventional procedure in terms of the canonically conjugated variables p and q where p ϭv/␥ and vϭexp(q). Then the Hamiltonian ͑3.14͒ is rewritten as
where we took into account vӶ1. The subsequent analysis shows that the semiclassical approximation is broken only in the vicinity of the reverse point v r that exists at nϾn c . Let us estimate this vicinity. Near the reverse point the last term in Eq. ͑B7͒ can be neglected and resolving the relation H ϭH 1 we get
where we substituted Eq. ͑3.26͒. The semiclassical approximation is broken if p Ϫ2 dp/dqϳ1, which gives
Ӷv r .
Since the main contribution to the integrals such as Eq. ͑3.21͒ is made at vϪv r ϳv r , the above narrow vicinity ͑where the semiclassical approximation is broken͒ is irrelevant for our results. Of course, the above analysis of the fluctuations on the background of our instanton is not exhaustive. Nevertheless, we believe that the arguments presented demonstrate the weakness of the fluctuations.
APPENDIX C
As was mentioned in Sec. III A, keeping only the main term over 1/d in the action ͑3.6͒ is potentially dangerous because of a possible conflict of the limits dӷ1 and L/r ӷ1. If this were the case, our results would not be applicable deep in the convective interval, where the ratio r/L is very small. Fortunately, this is not the case. In this appendix we will consider the equations, following from the action ͑3.6͒, not neglecting terms subleading over 1/d. We show that r/L does not interfere with 1/d and the scheme presented in Sec. III is reproduced with minor modifications. Repeating the scheme, we obtain expressions for the anomalous exponents n in this formulation. To avoid a misunderstanding let us stress that our scheme is correct only in the limit d␥Ͼ1 ͑see Appendix B 1͒. Therefore, one could consider this appendix only as a demonstration of the absence of the aforementioned conflict of limits.
Below we will assume that Dϭ1, Lϭ1, and P 2 ϭ1, which can be done by rescaling time t, the coordinates r, and the passive scalar . To restore the full answers one should add simply the factor P 2 /DL ␥ to 2 in all expressions. Extremum conditions for the action ͑3.6͒ give four equations of motion for the quantities R Ϯ and m Ϯ . As before, the boundary conditions to the equations are R ϩ ϭ0 and R Ϫ ϭr at tϭ0 and m Ϯ →0 at t→Ϫϱ. The equations are canonical, with the Hamiltonian given by Eq. ͑3.7͒. Since it does not depend on time explicitly, the energy is conserved. Moreover, Eϭ0, which is a consequence of the asymptotic behavior m Ϯ →0 of the instantonic solution at t→Ϫϱ.
As it is known from classical mechanics, for a Hamiltonian system that has an integral of motion one can reduce the number of degrees of freedom by one. In our case, we can pass from the system of four canonical equations to that of two. Let us express, say, m ϩ via the other variables with the help of the conservation law Eϭ0:
where
The sign in front of the square root in Eq. ͑C1͒ should be minus to ensure the correct behavior of R ϩ at small time. Let us make the substitution ͑3.11͒. Then we obtain a generalization of Eqs. ͑3.13͒ and ͑3.14͒,
Note that
We introduced here the notation 1 ϭϪ͑1ϩv͒
One can derive also a generalization of Eq. ͑3.12͒,
As before ͑see Sec. III A͒ we can divide the evolution into three stages. Let us analyze the first stage. Since Uϭ0 there, the quantity H does not explicitly depend on and therefore its value ͑which we designate H 1 ) is conserved during the first stage. Then from the relation ͑C4͒ we can express via v as
We introduced the shorthand notation
Then we can derive an equation for v,
described in terms of the Hamiltonian ͑3.14͒, where the condition vӶ1 is utilized, which simplifies the analysis essentially.
In the limit vӶ1 we get from Eqs. ͑3.14͒ and ͑3.15͒
͑D1͒
We see that the first two terms in the expression ͑D1͒ depend only on v. This is the reason why the equation for the quantity
that can be derived from Eqs. ͑D1͒ and ͑3.16͒ contains on the right-hand side only the term proportional to Ј(R ϩ ). The term can be neglected if either R ϩ Ӷ1 or R ϩ ӷ1, that is, during the first and during the third stages. Therefore, the quantity v is conserved there. Recall that due to the boundary condition, ϭ0 at →ϱ and consequently vϭ0 during the third stage.
Integrating the relation ͑D2͒ from any corresponding to the last substage of the first stage up to ϩϱ, we get the integral relation 
Next we should find the leading contribution to the action. This contribution is made mainly by the first stage producing a large logarithm. Therefore, we can write, using Eq. ͑3.13͒,
Substituting here Eqs. ͑D5͒, ͑D6͒, and ͑D8͒, we find with the same logarithmic accuracy
Finally, we can determine the structure functions S n ͓Eq. ͑1.2͔ in accordance with the formula ͑3.2͒. Collecting Eqs. ͑D7͒, ͑D9͒, and ͑D10͒ we obtain the expressions ͑3.29͒ and ͑3.30͒.
Remote tail
Let us proceed to discuss the character of the instantonic solution at nϾn c . We can solve the corresponding equations in two limiting cases: nӷn c and nϪn c Ӷn c . The latter case is considered in Appendix D 4. In this subsection we accept nӷn c ; the inequality ensures also v * ӷ1 ͑recall that v * is the value of v at the end of the first stage͒. Due to the condition v * ӷ1, the last substage of the first stage and the second stage can be examined in terms of the Hamiltonian Now we can turn to the calculation of the effective action ͑3.13͒. As before, the main contribution to the action is made by the first stage. Hence
Moreover, only the contribution related to the vicinity of the reverse point is relevant. Using the relation ͑3.21͒ we obtain
Here we substituted H 1 ϷH c and took into account that has no singular denominator, which is clear from the relation ͑3.17͒. Finally, we can determine the structure functions S n ͓Eq. ͑1.2͔͒ in accordance with Eq. ͑3.2͒. Collecting Eqs. ͑D14͒ and ͑D17͒, we obtain the expression ͑3.33͒ of the main text. The expression ͑D15͒ shows that indeed v * ӷ1 ͑which is the applicability condition of the above consideration͒ at n ӷn c if there are no additional small parameters. The next subsection is devoted to special situations appearing in the presence of such parameters.
Special cases
In this subsection we treat three special cases that are realized at nϾn c if ␥Ӷ1, 2Ϫ␥Ӷ1, or n is extremely large.
The general picture given in Appendix D 2 does not essentially change, but particular answers should be slightly corrected.
The case ␥Ӷ1 needs special consideration since, as follows from Eq. ͑D15͒, the condition v * ӷ1 is violated at n ϳd/␥ӷn c ϳd␥. where R Ϫ ϭR ϩ exp͑v/␥ ͒. ͑D19͒
Equations ͑3.16͒ now read
At the end of the first stage R Ϫ ϳL. As follows from the relation ͑D19͒, due to v * ӷ␥, the estimate R ϩ ӶL is valid. Therefore, the integral ͑3.4͒ for 2 is determined by the time interval between the moments when R ϩ and R Ϫ go through L. We can again pass to integrating over R ϩ in accordance with Eq. ͑3.10͒. Though R ϩ ӶL at R Ϫ ϳL, ␥R ϩ ␥ ϷR Ϫ ␥ (1 Ϫv) due to the smallness of ␥. Therefore, we return to the estimates ͑D7͒. Therefore, the expression ͑3.33͒ should be corrected and we get
where C 3 is a nonuniversal parameter of order unity and c is defined by Eq. ͑3.32͒. 
͑D26͒
The expression ͑D26͒ has the same structure as Eq. ͑D11͒ except for the logarithmic factor. Taking into account v ӷ1, we conclude that the Hamiltonian ͑D26͒ leads to the conservation law ͑D12͒ which is satisfied with the same accuracy 1/v as previously. Therefore, we get instead of Eq. ͑D13͒
͑D27͒
where we used Eq. ͑D14͒; its validity accounts for the inequality vӷ1. One can check that the main contribution to H in Eq. ͑D26͒ at the end of the first stage is made by Ϫv. Equating Ϫ * v * to H c we get ln v * ϳ n n c . ͑D28͒
Now we obtain the condition nӶn c /(2Ϫ␥), under which the regime under consideration is realized. Since vӷ1 in the regime, we have the same expression ͑D14͒ for and, consequently, the same estimate ͑3.33͒ for the structure functions. We finish this subsection with a discussion concerning extremely large n. In accordance with the estimates ͑D15͒, v * increases with increasing n. Therefore, the last substage of the first stage where vӷ1 starts to play an essential role. First of all we should correct Eq. ͑3.21͒, returning to Eq. .
͑D29͒
There appears also an analogous correction to the expression ͑D17͒. Calculating the action ͑D16͒ we get iIϷH c ͩ ln
͑D30͒
Here we neglected the term originated from ͐ dv since using Eq. ͑D15͒ the term can be estimated as ͱn/␥d and is consequently negligible in comparison to the terms ϳn entering S n via . Substituting the expression ͑D30͒ into Eq. ͑3.2͒, we conclude that the correction related to the last contribution in Eq. ͑D30͒ can be neglected in comparison to the strong n dependence of n . Nevertheless, the presence of the additional term on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑D29͒ shows that our approach is broken at 2lnv * ϳ␥ln(L/r) since H c ϪH 1 ceases to be small there. Using the estimates ͑D15͒, we arrive at the condition ͑3.35͒, which is the applicability condition of our approach. Note that at ln(n/d)տ␥ ln(L/r) the scaling behavior of S n is destroyed.
Instanton near critical order
Here we will consider the case when n is close to the critical value ͑3.28͒: ͉nϪn c ͉Ӷn c . Then v * Ӷ1 and upon examining the last substage of the first stage and of the second stage we can use the Hamiltonian, expanded over small v.
If nϽn c then we can take the Hamiltonian ͑D1͒. The only peculiarity of the consideration near n c is that the logarithmic contributions to the effective action ͑3.13͒ and to the left-hand side of the integral ͑3.20͒ depend on nϪn c . Indeed, the expression ͑3.25͒ shows that G(x) is a linear function of x only in the restricted interval The substitution does not change the final answer ͑D10͒ for the action but influences the value of 2 because of Eq. ͑D7͒. Taking the fact into account we get the expression ͑3.36͒ that replace Eq. ͑3.29͒.
It is clear that at n→n c the difference nϪn c starts to compete with r/L, which destroys our construction. Let us estimate the corresponding value of n c Ϫn regarding n Ͻn c . It follows from the asymptote ͑3.25͒ that our consideration is correct if (H c ϪH 1 )ӷd␥v * /(2Ϫ␥). Expressing in the inequality v * via r/L from Eq. ͑3.24͒ we obtain the criterion ͑3.37͒. Note that the criterion implies the inequality ␥ ln L r ӷ1, which should be assumed for our treatment to be correct. Otherwise special consideration is needed. Let us now proceed to the case nϾn c . We should take into account the next term of the expansion of H over v in comparison with Eq. ͑D1͒, which should correct the value ͑D6͒ of H 1 since we know that H 1 is equal to H c . The corresponding expression is
